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Assessing Coastal Plain Risk Indices for Subsurface Phosphorus Loss

Amy L. Shober,* Anthony R. Buda, Kathryn C. Turner, Nicole M. Fiorellino, A. Scott Andres, Joshua M. McGrath, and J. Thomas Sims

Abstract

Phosphorus (P) Index evaluations are critical to advancing nutrient management planning in the United States. However, most assessments until now have focused on the risks of P losses in surface runoff. In artificially drained agroecosystems of the Atlantic Coastal Plain, subsurface flow is the predominant mode of P transport, but its representation in most P Indices is often inadequate. We explored methods to evaluate the subsurface P risk routines of five P Indices from Delaware, Maryland (two), Virginia, and North Carolina using available water quality and soils datasets. Relationships between subsurface P risk scores and published dissolved P loads in leachate (Delaware, Maryland, and North Carolina) and ditch drainage (Maryland) were directionally correct and often statistically significant, yet the brevity of the observation periods (weeks to several years) and the limited number of sampling locations precluded a more robust assessment of each P Index. Given the paucity of measured P loss data, we then showed that soil water extractable P concentrations at depths corresponding with the seasonal high water table (WEPWT) could serve as a realistic proxy for subsurface P losses in ditch drainage. The associations between WEPWT and subsurface P risk ratings reasonably mirrored those obtained with sparser water quality data. As such, WEPWT is seen as a valuable metric that offers interim insight into the directionality of subsurface P risk scores when water quality data are inaccessible. In the long term, improved monitoring and modeling of subsurface P losses clearly should enhance the rigor of future P Index appraisals.

Core Ideas

- We evaluated subsurface P routines of five P Indices in artificially drained soils.
- Subsurface P ratings mostly accorded with P loads in leachate and ditch drainage.
- Water extractable P at the seasonal high water table was a proxy for ditch P loss.
- Useful P Index predictions hinged on accurate depictions of subsurface water flow.
- Increased monitoring and modeling of subsurface P loss is needed to test P Indices.

The Phosphorus (P) Index is an applied site assessment tool that quantifies the risk of P loss from agriculture by accounting for the principal source and transport factors controlling P flux (Sharpley et al., 2003, 2013). Since its inception in 1993 (Lemunyon and Gilbert, 1993), the P Index concept has expanded to 48 states (Sharpley et al., 2003), with each state taking its own approach to estimating P source and transport risk according to regional differences in hydroclimate, soil properties, and agricultural management. When evaluated separately, P Indices often have produced risk scores that are consistent in direction and magnitude with P fluxes in simulated overland flow (Eghball and Gilley, 2001; DeLaune et al., 2004) and edge-of-field runoff (Harmel et al., 2005; Good et al., 2012). However, when multiple P Indices were benchmarked against common datasets, as was done for 12 southern states by Osmond et al. (2006, 2012), the results were less encouraging, with researchers reporting significantly different risk scores among P Indices for similar P source and transport conditions and differential correspondence between risk scores and P losses in runoff. As a result, there are renewed calls for multistate assessments of P Indices and their components using shared verification datasets across a range of hydrological and management conditions (Sharpley et al., 2013).

To date, most P Index assessments have relied on field measurements of P loads in surface runoff to corroborate P risk ratings (Nelson and Shober, 2012). Quantifying P loss in concentrated hydrological flows from runoff plots (McDowell and McGregor, 1980; Picerson et al., 2001; DeLaune et al., 2004; Buda et al., 2009; Sonmez et al., 2009), field edges (Vories et al., 2001; Butler et al., 2010; Good et al., 2012; Williams et al.,
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et al. (2007) reported annual P export of 20 to 30 kg ha\(^{-1}\) from 1994; Blann et al., 2009; Strock et al., 2010). Notably, Kleinman increasing their depth, density, or both tends to amplify water component. As a rule, intensifying ditch drainage systems by with tile drainage seen as a minor but increasingly important aging subsurface P loss in agricultural Coastal Plain landscapes, as well as inland portions of the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Fig. 1), where gently sloping to rolling or hilly topographies (\(\geq 3\%\) slope) create ideal conditions for P loss by overland flow.

Unlike sloping lands, low-relief agroecosystems with artificial drainage present challenges to P Index assessment. In flat landscapes, shallow subsurface flows often account for a greater portion of water and P flux than surface runoff (King et al., 2015; Kleinman et al., 2015a), requiring P Index components that properly consider the prospect of subsurface P transport processes (e.g., leaching and groundwater flow). Indeed, 21 out of 48 states have P Indices capable of assessing subsurface P loss risk (Sharpley et al., 2003), and most of these indices are applied in agricultural areas with some degree of artificial drainage (Wieczorek, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c) (Fig. 1). Even so, the subsurface P modules of many P Indices are poorly formulated for use in artificially drained landscapes, especially those with tile lines (Reid et al., 2012). Likewise, the accuracy of subsurface P risk ratings remains relatively unknown because there have been few attempts to verify their predictions against measured subsurface P losses in artificially drained settings (Radcliffe et al., 2015).

Recently, Williams et al. (2017) assessed the Ohio P Index using P loads that were directly measured in edge-of-field runoff and tile drain discharge; however, the Ohio Index lacked a subsurface component, making it difficult to parse the effects of surface versus subsurface P risks. Thus, there is a need to evaluate subsurface P risk routines in P Indices that are used on flat agricultural lands with artificial drainage.

The Delmarva Peninsula exemplifies the challenges of managing subsurface P loss in agricultural Coastal Plain landscapes with varying intensities of artificial drainage. Vast open ditch networks represent the main type of drainage used on the Delmarva, with tile drainage seen as a minor but increasingly important component. As a rule, intensifying ditch drainage systems by increasing their depth, density, or both tends to amplify water discharge volumes and attendant P transport risks (Skaggs et al., 1994; Blann et al., 2009; Strock et al., 2010). Notably, Kleinman et al. (2007) reported annual P export of 20 to 30 kg ha\(^{-1}\) from ditches representing some of the most intensively drained sites on the Delmarva Peninsula, with 92% of these losses attributed to subsurface flow. At these sites, subsurface P losses are mostly driven by P leaching from P-saturated soils, especially fine-textured soils with macropores (Kleinman et al., 2015a; Toor and Sims, 2015), and interactions between rising groundwater tables and soil horizons with elevated P concentrations (Vadas et al., 2007). Chardon and Schoumans (2007) reported similar P loss pathways in agricultural soils in the lowlands of Belgium, the Netherlands, and Germany. Thus, to adequately represent the risk of subsurface P loss on the Delmarva, P Indices must not only account for P movement by leaching and shallow subsurface flow (Sims et al., 1998) but also address the role of drainage intensity, a key factor that mediates hydrological connections between subsurface P transport processes and ditch drainage waters (Staver et al., 2014).

In this paper, we discuss the challenges and opportunities of assessing P Indices in intensively drained agricultural areas of the Delmarva Peninsula. To the best of our knowledge, few, if any, studies have dealt with P Index evaluation in Coastal Plain agroecosystems like the Delmarva, where subsurface P transport processes predominate. We briefly review the subsurface P risk routines of P Indices that are commonly applied across the Northern Atlantic Coastal Plain, including the Delaware Phosphorus Site Index (DE-PSI), two versions of the Maryland Phosphorus Management Tool (MD-PMT and MD-PMT2), the Virginia Phosphorus Index (VA-PI), and the North Carolina Phosphorus Loss Assessment Tool (NC-PLAT). We then evaluate the subsurface risk ratings of each P Index against published P export datasets from laboratory leaching experiments and ditch runoff monitoring studies, examine some of the current limitations to using water quality data in P Index assessment, and identify several avenues for future research. Considering the paucity of accessible P loss data, we introduce and appraise a promising near-term alternative for P Index assessment based on the relationship between ditch P loads and soil water extractable P (WEP) concentrations at depths corresponding to the seasonal high water table (WEP\(_{\text{wht}}\)). Indeed, we note that assessing Coastal Plain P Indices against a larger and richer soil P dataset expands our ability to test the veracity of subsurface P loss predictions that could not otherwise be discerned with limited observations of P export in drainage waters. In the short term, we recommend that P Index assessments in artificially drained agroecosystems focus on leveraging detailed soil P datasets when water quality data are inaccessible. In the long term, experiments that quantify subsurface P loss with monitoring and modeling studies are needed to enhance the rigor of future P Index appraisals.

**Examining the Subsurface P Risk Routines of Five P Indices Applied on the Atlantic Coastal Plain**

Estimating the risk of subsurface P loss is an essential structural component of most Atlantic Coastal Plain P Indices, including those used on the Delmarva Peninsula (Fig. 1); New Jersey and New York are the exceptions. In general, these P Indices represent vertical leaching and shallow lateral flow processes, with the latter mechanism necessary to transfer leached P to ditch drainage waters and streams (Kleinman et al., 2015a). While there is general agreement about the transport pathways that create subsurface P loss risk, the methods and assumptions used to calculate these risks vary greatly among the five P Indices we considered. Approaches range from simple look-up tables of P transport risk factors (DE-PSI, MD-PMT, MD-PMT2, VA-PI) to quantitative estimations of subsurface flows using hydrologic simulation models (NC-PLAT). The five P Indices also differed structurally, with the DE-PSI arranged as a multiplicative index and the MD-PMT and MD-PMT2, VA-PI, and NC-PLAT formulated...
Fig. 1. Maps of the United States showing (A) states with P Indices as part of their nutrient management programs, including indices with subsurface components and those that have been assessed against runoff P loads, (B) the percentage of agricultural land in tile drainage across various physiographic regions, and (C) the percentage of agricultural land in ditch drainage across various physiographic regions. Research locations where runoff P loads have been monitored and used in P Index assessment are mapped in panels B and C.
as component indices. Multiplicative indices, originally conceived by Gburek et al. (2000), produce risk scores that are calculated as the product of independently summed P source (e.g., soil test P, manure and fertilizer soluble P, etc.) and transport (e.g., erosion, distance to water, etc.) factors (\(\Sigma_{\text{source factors}} \times \Sigma_{\text{transport factors}} = \text{final P Index score}\)). Component indices differ from the multiplicative approach by separately multiplying P source factors with associated transport processes to assess P loss risk by different pathways of P movement (i.e., surface runoff, erosion, subsurface flow). Component indices allow a more nuanced view of how P source and transport processes interact to produce P risk ratings at the field scale (Nelson and Shoher, 2012). Because our assessment focused on subsurface P loss and not the overall P Index score, we isolated and evaluated risk scores from each P Index that represented subsurface P risk.

**Delaware Phosphorus Site Index**

The DE-PSI is a multiplicative index and therefore does not possess a standalone subsurface P loss component. We estimated subsurface contributions to the total DE-PSI risk score with only the subsurface drainage and leaching factors considered (i.e., no erosion, runoff, or priority of receiving water factors). For the purposes of this study, the DE-PSI subsurface P loss risk score (DE-PSI\(_{\text{sub}}\)) was calculated as follows:

\[
\text{DE-PSI}_{\text{sub}} = \left[ \frac{(0.2 \times \text{Mehlich-3 P}) + \sum(\text{PSC} \times \text{TP}) + \text{AM}}{\text{SD}_{\text{class}} \times \text{LP} \times 0.02} \right] \times (\text{LP})
\]

[1]

where SD\(_{\text{class}}\) is subsurface drainage class (Table 1), a semiquantitative rating based on depth to seasonal high water table and soil drainage class; LP is leaching potential, a semiquantitative rating based on depth to seasonal high water table and NRCS leaching index (Table 2); PSC is the P source coefficient for each P source to represent the portion of total P that is soluble (e.g., 0.5 for poultry litter); TP is the total P application rate for the P source; and AM is a qualitative P source application method and timing factor that is based on the time of year and method of application (Sims et al., 2016). From a transport perspective, areas of greatest risk for subsurface P losses tend to be artificially drained locations that are dominated by poorly drained soils with elevated water tables and high leaching potential. Although

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth to seasonal high water table</th>
<th>Delaware NRCS leaching index for soil series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–30 cm (0–1 ft)</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;31–122 cm (&gt;1–4 ft)</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;123–183 cm (&gt;4–6 ft)</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;183 cm (&gt;6 ft)</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on-farm research in flat landscapes with artificial drainage has identified poor soil drainage, high water tables, and P leaching as important variables affecting subsurface P loss risk, the lack of field-scale corroboration has precluded objective assessments of their accuracy thus far (Leytem et al., 2003).

**Maryland Phosphorus Management Tool Versions 1 and 2**

The operational (MD-PMT) and provisional (MD-PMT2) versions of the Maryland P Management Tool have separate components that estimate the risk of P loss by subsurface flow pathways. In 2013, Maryland shifted from a multiplicative index (which was the same as DE-PSI) to a component index (MD-PMT) because they recognized the importance of subsurface P risk on the Coastal Plain. A key disadvantage of multiplicative P Indices is that the summation of transport factors diminishes the individual effects of important pathways like subsurface flow, whereas component P Indices preserve the relative contribution of subsurface P risk to the total transport score. McGrath et al. (2013) calculated the subsurface P risk score (MD-PMT\(_{\text{sub}}\)) of MD-PMT as:

\[
\text{MD-PMT}_{\text{sub}} = \left( \frac{\text{SD} \times \sum(\text{PSC} \times \text{TP} \times \text{AM}_{\text{sub}}) + 2 \times \text{DPS}_{\text{M3}}}{1} \right)
\]

[2]

where SD is a semiquantitative rating factor based on drainage class and hydrologic soil group (Table 3); PSC is the P source coefficient for each P source (given as standard values [i.e., 0.5 for poultry litter] or derived from source WEP for source specific values); TP is the total P application rate for the P source; AM\(_{\text{sub}}\) is the subsurface application method factor, which is a qualitative rating based on time of year and method of application (Table 4); and DPS\(_{\text{M3}}\) is the degree of P saturation as predicted by Mehlich-3 extractable P, Fe, and Al (Sims et al., 2002).

A revised version of Maryland’s tool, MD-PMT2, was recently proposed by University of Maryland scientists (Fiorellino, 2016). The tool was designed to accommodate the field scale (Nelson and Shoher, 2012). Because our assessment focused on subsurface P loss and not the overall P Index score, we isolated and evaluated risk scores from each P Index that represented subsurface P risk.

**Table 1. Site conditions (derived from soil survey data) considered to determine the categorical subsurface P loss risk rating (SD\(_{\text{class}}\)) for use in the Delaware P Site Index score calculation (Sims et al., 2016). Potential subsurface drainage classes include very low (VL, 0), low (L, 2), medium (M, 4), high (H, 6), and very high (VH, 8).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth to seasonal high water table</th>
<th>Soil drainage class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very poorly drained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–30 cm (0–1 ft)</td>
<td>VH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;31–122 cm (&gt;1–4 ft)</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;123–183 cm (&gt;4–6 ft)</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;183 cm (&gt;6 ft)</td>
<td>VL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial subsurface drainage (any depth)</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Subsurface drainage transport factor (SD) used in calculation of the subsurface P loss risk scores for two iterations of the Maryland Phosphorus Management Tool (MD-PMT sub and MD-PMT2 sub). The SD factor is calculated as a function of the assigned risk factor for soil drainage class divided by the assigned risk factor for hydrologic soil group for the dominant soil type in the field (McGrath et al., 2013; Fiorellino, unpublished data, 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil drainage class (risk factor)</th>
<th>Hydrologic soil group (risk factor)</th>
<th>A (1)</th>
<th>B (1.2)</th>
<th>C (1.2)</th>
<th>D (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very poorly drained (8)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorly drained (7)</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat poorly drained (6)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately well drained (5)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well drained (6)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat excessively drained (7)</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessively drained (8)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

unpublished data, 2017), and this iteration tackles subsurface P risk slightly differently than the MD-PMT:

$$\text{MD-PMT2}_{\text{sub}} = 0.259 \times (\text{DPS}_{M3} \times \text{AM}_{\text{sub}}) \times \text{MF}$$  \[3\]

The SD and DPSM3 factors are unchanged from the MD-PMT. The AM sub factor was revised to assign a value of one for no manure application; the value increases for various manure application methods and timings (e.g., 1.32 and 1.64 for manure applied between March and November with soil mixing or by broadcast application, respectively; Fiorellino, unpublished data, 2017). The amendment management factor (MF) allows credits for in-ditch filtration of drainage, a practice that is implemented at approximately seven farms in Maryland; the default value for no ditch filter is one. A new scaling factor (0.259) converts DPSM3 to mg L⁻¹, which is based on published regression relationships with runoff dissolved reactive P (DRP) reported by Vadas et al. (2005). Notably, the MD-PMT2 sub factor does not consider the TP rate or PSC for manure or fertilizers, as was included in the original MD-PMT structure. The TP and PSC factors were moved to new components that account for dissolved P losses from manure (ManureDP) and fertilizer (FertilizerDP); these new factors were not evaluated as part of our study (Fiorellino, unpublished data, 2017). University of Maryland researchers opted to retain the AM sub factor to account for the effects of management (manure application and potential incorporation) on the risk of subsurface P loss.

The subsurface components of the Maryland P Indices are used only when manure is applied and artificial drainage is present but are omitted altogether in naturally drained settings. Both indices identify elevated risk of subsurface P loss in areas of rapid infiltration and excessive drainage (i.e., soils prone to leaching) or low infiltration and very poor drainage (i.e., artificially drained soils). Moreover, assessments of MD-PMT and MD-PMT2 in artificially drained soils have indicated that subsurface P risk scores tend to comprise a significant portion of the final P risk ratings (Fiorellino, unpublished data, 2016). Still, the subsurface P loss components of MD-PMT and MD-PMT2 have yet to be formally compared with water quality data, although promising evaluations of the surface P loss components of both indices were recently accomplished with the Annual P Loss Estimator (APLE) model (Fiorellino et al., 2017).

Virginia Phosphorus Index

The VA-PI (Wolfe et al., 2005) assesses the risk of subsurface P loss via its subsurface risk factor (VA-PI sub). Mathematically, VA-PI sub is expressed as follows:

$$\text{VA-PI}_{\text{sub}} = \frac{(\text{Percolation} \times \text{Soil TD factor}) \times \text{Sub DRP factor}}{\text{source conversion/scaling factors}}$$  \[4\]

where percolation (inches) is derived from annual rainfall less annual runoff (by curve number method; USDA-NRCS, 2004) and annual evapotranspiration; the soil texture and drainage (TD) factor is a qualitative rating based on soil drainage class and soil texture to a depth of 46 cm (Table 5); and the subsurface dissolved reactive P (Sub DRP) factor represents the potential for dissolved P loss and is calculated for specific geographical regions using Mehlich-1 soil-test P data for surface soils (mg kg⁻¹). For the Eastern Shore and Lower Coastal Plain regions in Virginia, subsurface DRP is calculated by the following equation:

$$\text{Sub DRP factor} = 0.2045 + (0.0059 \times \text{Mehlich-1 P})$$  \[5\]

In essence, the percolation term is used to estimate leaching potential, and soil drainage class and soil texture serve as proxies for artificial drainage, with areas of coarsely textured soils and poor drainage (e.g., soils with high water tables) representing the greatest risk for subsurface P loss. The VA-PI sub factor does not account for applied P sources (fertilizer or manure). Applied P sources are only considered in the runoff risk component score in the VA-PI (Wolfe et al., 2005). As with DE-PSI, MD-PMT, and MD-PMT2, the subsurface risk factor in VA-PI has not been formally corroborated against P monitoring data from watershed studies or groundwater samples, although sensitivity analyses showed the subsurface factor to be critically important in artificially drained regions of the Lower Eastern Shore (Jesiek and Wolfe, 2005).

Table 4. Application method factor (AM sub) choices used to calculate the subsurface P loss risk scores for two iterations of the Maryland Phosphorus Management Tool (MD-PMT sub and MD-PMT2 sub) (McGrath et al., 2013; Fiorellino, unpublished data, 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application method</th>
<th>MD-PMT</th>
<th>MD-PMT2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None applied</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporated within 5 d with soil mixing (precludes straight aerator), Mar.–Nov.</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporated within 5 d with soil mixing (precludes straight aerator), Dec.–Feb.</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface applied and subsurface placement without soil mixing (includes banded fertilizer and injection without soil mixing), Mar.–Nov.</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface applied and subsurface placement without soil mixing (includes banded fertilizer and injection without soil mixing), Dec.–Feb.</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Soil texture and drainage class factor, used in calculation of the subsurface P loss risk scores for the Virginia Phosphorus Index (VA-PI sub), considers the soil texture to a depth of 46 cm and the soil drainage class for each soil series (Wolfe et al., 2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil drainage class</th>
<th>Soil texture to depth of 46 cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coarse†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very poorly and poorly drained</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat poorly drained</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately well and well drained</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat excessively and excessively drained</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Coarse-textured soils include: coarse sand, sand, fine sand, very fine sand, loamy coarse sand, and loamy sand.
‡ Medium-textured soils include: loamy fine sand, loamy very fine sand, sandy loam, coarse sandy loam, fine sandy loam, very fine sandy loam, loam, silt loam, silt, and sandy clay loam.
§ Fine-textured soils include: clay loam, silt loamy loam, sandy clay loam, clay, silt, and clay.

North Carolina Phosphorous Loss Assessment Tool

In contrast with the semiquantitative approaches used by DE-PSI, MD-PMT, MD-PMT2, and VA-PI, the NC-PLAT uses algorithms and output derived from mechanistic hydrologic models to quantify subsurface drainage volumes and associated P losses. The NC-PLAT subsurface P loss (NC-PLAT sub) factor is calculated with the following equation:

\[
\text{NC-PLAT}_{\text{sub}} = \frac{\text{Leachate P concentration} \times \text{Drainage volume}}{4.415} \times \left( \frac{T_{\text{sub}}}{T_p} \right) \times 25
\]

Specifically, leachate P concentration is a function of Mehlich-3 P concentrations measured at a depth of 76 cm at sites where the Mehlich-3 P concentration of surface soil samples (0–20 cm) exceeds 50, 100, or 200 mg kg⁻¹ for organic, sand, and loam soils, respectively. However, the final NC-PLAT risk score is adjusted to the “high” risk category when Mehlich-3 P concentrations at 76-cm depth exceed 50 mg kg⁻¹, which addresses any unforeseen uncertainties associated with the leaching equation in NC-PLAT. Drainage volume is a function of soil drainage condition, with calculations on naturally drained soils based on annual precipitation less runoff volume (by a modified curve number method; USDA-NRCS, 2004) and Groundwater Loading Effects of Agricultural Management Systems (GLEAMS)-simulated evapotranspiration. For artificially drained soils, NC-PLAT sub estimates drainage volume using drainage intensity (a function of the depth and spacing of ditches and/or tile and soil profile transmissivity) and several regression coefficients specific to crop, location, and annual precipitation that were derived from long-term DRAINMOD simulations in drained soils of eastern North Carolina (Johnson, 2004; Skaggs et al., 2004; NC PLAT Committee, 2005). The \( T_{\text{sub}} \) variable represents the transmissivity of the soil profile from 30- to 76-cm depth, and \( T_p \) is the transmissivity of the entire soil profile. Collectively, the \( T_{\text{sub}}/T_p \) term indicates the fraction of subsurface flow that moves laterally to drains and ditches through surface soil zones (0–76 cm), where P enrichment is often most acute (Johnson et al., 2005). The soil transmissivity values are only used to calculate subsurface P risk for artificially drained sites and are omitted in situations where natural drainage prevails (NC PLAT Committee, 2005).

As with the Delmarva P Indices, we sought to implement the native version of NC-PLAT on the lower Delmarva with as little modification as possible, allowing us to test whether the index could be used in artificially drained regions beyond where it was developed. In North Carolina, NC-PLAT runs within the Agricultural Nutrient Assessment Tool software environment, making some of its subroutines considerably less transferrable than the simpler P Indices of Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia. Consequently, we had to transpose the governing equations for NC-PLAT sub to an Excel spreadsheet to estimate subsurface P risk for ditch-drained sites on the lower Delmarva Peninsula. To ensure that our spreadsheet version of NC-PLAT sub was accurate, we selected several representative drained locations in eastern North Carolina and successfully compared our predictions against those made by the software version of NC-PLAT. We also note that, although some NC-PLAT sub input variables like transmissivity could be uniquely estimated for Delmarva soils, other parameters used to calculate leachate volumes in artificially drained settings were less easily converted, as they were based on long-term DRAINMOD simulations on representative soil series in eastern North Carolina (Skaggs et al., 2004). Rather than redeveloping these parameters for Delmarva soils using DRAINMOD, which was beyond the scope of our analysis, we opted to use the default regression coefficients and drainage intensity functions provided by NC-PLAT (NC PLAT Committee, 2005) for our sites. On the whole, executing NC-PLAT sub on the lower Delmarva offered us a chance to assess findings from studies in North Carolina’s Coastal Plain showing that subsurface P risks were generally greatest in coarsely textured sandy soils with high water tables requiring drainage (Johnson et al., 2005; Israel et al., 2007). Moreover, we could evaluate previously expressed concerns about the tendency of NC-PLAT sub to produce confounding P loss predictions depending on the type of drainage (natural vs. artificial) assumed for a given location (Johnson et al., 2005).

Assessing Subsurface P Risk Predictions against Water Quality Data from Leaching and Runoff Monitoring Studies

Observations of average annual P losses in surface and subsurface runoff are critical to verify the accuracy of P Index predictions. According to several recent reviews of P Indices in the United States (Nelson and Shofer, 2012; Sharples et al., 2012) and Europe (Buczko and Kuchenbuch, 2007), most P Index evaluation studies have tended to focus on total risk scores, with fewer (if any) assessments addressing the reliability...
of P loss risk ratings assigned by subsurface P modules. The limited availability of long-term (>5 yr) data on subsurface P fluxes has clearly hampered efforts to assess subsurface P Index components and scale their ratings across the full spectrum of subsurface P loss risk. Smaller datasets from shorter-term studies that characterize key processes controlling vertical leaching or shallow lateral flow help illustrate some of the barriers to corroborating subsurface P Index components with limited observational data. In the sections that follow, we use published data on P leaching losses and ditch drainage P fluxes to examine the ability of Coastal Plain P Indices to predict subsurface P loss potential from artificially drained settings on the Delmarva Peninsula.

Phosphorus Leaching Datasets

Measurements of leachate P fluxes are essential for corroborating the accuracy of subsurface P routines in Coastal Plain P Indices, especially those that explicitly rate P leaching risks like DE-PSI and NC-PLAT. The ideal P leaching dataset is one that considers the broadest array of management and soil conditions over the longest possible time. On the Delmarva Peninsula, P leaching loads from agricultural soils have largely been determined via short-term (weeks to months) indoor lysimeter experiments (Feyereisen et al., 2010; Han et al., 2015; Kleinman et al., 2015a; Toor and Sims, 2015). Given these criteria and the aforementioned limitations of measured P loss data, we felt the study by Kleinman et al. (2015a) offered the best opportunity to compare Coastal Plain subsurface P risk scores to P loads in leachate. Kleinman et al. (2015a) evaluated P leaching from eight Delmarva agricultural fields (representing six different soil series; Fig. 2, Supplemental Table S1) over a 17-wk period, including 9 wk before and 8 wk after poultry litter application (applied at total P rate of 52 kg ha−1). All soils had a history of receiving poultry litter under no-till corn (Zea Mays L.) production. Five of the soils were moderately well to well-drained soils with sand to loamy fine sand/sandy loam texture, whereas the sixth soil series was a poorly drained silt loam. Kleinman et al. (2015a) employed intact soil columns (30-cm diameter × 50-cm height) in a controlled laboratory setting to quantify P leaching fluxes. The data from Kleinman et al. (2015a) allowed us to draw comparisons between subsurface P risk scores and cumulative leachate P loads from soil P sources (i.e., the 9-wk period prior to manure application) and manure P sources (i.e., the 8-wk period after poultry litter application). Also, we isolated the poorly drained silt loams (Quindocqua soil) in our statistical analysis because P leaching via macropore flow tended to prevail over matrix flow in these soils (Kleinman et al., 2015a); it is widely acknowledged that P leaching by macropore flow is poorly simulated by most (if not all) P Indices (Reid et al., 2012).

The results of our Coastal Plain P Index assessment showed general consistencies in the accuracy of P leaching risk predictions on naturally drained soils. Specifically, we found that
Phosphorus Fluxes in Ditch Drainage

Lateral subsurface flow is the principal hydrologic pathway that converts leached P into a surface water pollutant (Kleinman et al., 2015a). Rapid P transport is mainly storm driven and is common in soils with less permeable subsoil horizons that restrict vertical flow occurring near the soil surface. Although rigorous monitoring of P concentrations and movements in shallow ground-water during storm and interstorm periods has shed important light on the dynamics of subsurface P loss on Maryland’s Lower Eastern Shore (Vadas et al., 2007), similarly intensive studies have rarely been replicated elsewhere on the Delmarva. In lieu of directly measuring P concentrations and water fluxes in shallow lateral flow (which has proven difficult), others have simply applied hydrologic mass balances to indirectly quantify the fraction of ditch P loads attributed to subsurface flow processes. For instance, Kleinman et al. (2007) measured P fluxes in overland flow and in ditch drainage at the University of Maryland Eastern Shore (UMES) and inferred by difference that 92% of P losses in drainage waters were due to shallow subsurface flow. Given these findings, we compared Coastal Plain P Index subsurface P risk scores with annual dissolved P load (kg ha⁻¹) data from four ditches draining flat terrain on the Lower Delmarva (Kleinman et al., 2007; Penn et al., 2016; Fig. 2) and a set of dissolved P concentration and discharge measurements (~1 yr of bimonthly monitoring) from two separate ditches examined by Sims et al. (1996) in the Inland Bays region of southeastern Delaware. A detailed description of methods used to estimate annual dissolved P export from the sites monitored by Sims et al. (1996) is available in the Supplemental Information.

All in all, three of the five Coastal Plain P Indices we tested satisfactorily predicted the risk of subsurface P loss when ditch dissolved P loads were used as a proxy for subsurface P runoff from flat fields with artificial drainage. Although the small size of the dataset (n = 6 ditches) likely prohibited significant relationships between subsurface P risk ratings and dissolved P loads in ditch drainage, DE-PSI sub, MD-PMT sub, MD-PMT2 sub, and NC-PLAT sub with dissolved P loads in leachate were positive and statistically significant (P < 0.014) and positively related to dissolved P in leachate before and after poultry litter was applied to these soils. Moreover, all P Indices except the VA-PI sub were able to discern P leaching risks from edaphic P sources (i.e., the 9-wk period of P leaching when no manure was applied). Although the relationships of DE-PSI sub, MD-PMT sub, MD-PMT2 sub, and NC-PLAT sub with dissolved P loads in leachate were positive and statistically significant (P < 0.015, Fig. 4A–4D), they all were heavily influenced by a single site with high soil-test P. Perhaps the most interesting was the inability of any Coastal Plain P Index to accurately predict the risk of P leaching from the poorly drained Quindocqua soils, where rapid P losses by macropore flow generally predominated under artificially drained conditions (Kleinman et al., 2015a; Fig. 3). Thus, although Coastal Plain P Indices seemed to identify a risk of P leaching by matrix flows on naturally drained sites, there remains an urgent need to improve the capacity of these indices to identify and quantify rapid P losses by macropore flow (Reid et al., 2012; Radcliffe et al., 2015).
Interestingly, NC-PLAT did not match the apparent success of the Delmarva P Indices in predicting the risk of subsurface P delivery to ditches, as indicated by the weak negative relationship between NC-PLAT$_{\text{sub}}$ and ditch dissolved P loads (Fig. 5E). Although several key variables and assumptions affect the subsurface P loss calculations by NC-PLAT$_{\text{sub}}$, there are two basic conventions in its subroutines that may lead to an underestimation of subsurface P risk. To begin with, NC-PLAT$_{\text{sub}}$ uses Mehlich-3 soil P concentrations at 76 cm to infer leachate P concentrations. In their paper on P leaching from agricultural soils on the Delmarva Peninsula, Kleinman et al. (2015a) state that leachate P concentrations in high-P soils are shaped more by Mehlich-3 P concentrations near the soil surface than those measured at depth. Because P concentrations in many Delmarva soils (especially those with artificial drainage and no-till management) are highly stratified, NC-PLAT$_{\text{sub}}$ may be underrating leachate P loads by deriving its leachate P concentrations solely from subsoil Mehlich-3 P measurements that are likely to be much lower than those near the soil surface. In addition, Johnson et al. (2005) raised a separate but equally important concern about the use of the $T_{\text{soil}}/T_{\text{P}}$ factor in artificially drained soils (Eq. [6]), noting that it tends to decrease the amount of P that is lost via subsurface flow despite the expected increases in subsurface discharge volumes that occur with artificial drainage. Functionally, the $T_{\text{soil}}/T_{\text{P}}$ factor, which typically is a value less than one, restricts the zone in which saturated lateral flows occur to the top 76 cm of soil, thereby limiting the amount of leached P that can move laterally to ditches (or tiles), sometimes by as much as 99%. These factors, taken together, underscore the need to further evaluate the P leaching and lateral flow assumptions made by NC-PLAT so that runoff routing and complex interactions between water and P sources (applied and edaphic) are properly simulated for ditch-drained systems on the Delmarva Peninsula.

### Barriers to Assessing P Indices with Observed Data and Future Research Needs

Assessing the subsurface risk scores of Coastal Plain P Indices with observations of P losses in leachate and ditch drainage was informative, as it enabled a deeper appreciation of the prospects and limitations of expanding such analyses on the Delmarva Peninsula going forward. On one hand, our results were highly encouraging in that relationships between subsurface P risk scores and dissolved P loads were largely positive, and even statistically significant in the case of leachate P. On the other hand, the brevity of the observation periods (17 wk for leachate and 1 to 4 yr for ditch drainage) and the limited number of sampling locations clearly impeded a more robust analysis of the Coastal Plain P Indices. According to Sharpley et al. (2013), adequate P Index evaluations require at least 5 to 10 yr of runoff and P concentration data.
with shorter observational timeframes and partial event-based datasets seen as less useful. Unfortunately, multiyear measurements of discharge and P concentrations in ditches and streams on the Delmarva are limited to only a few experimental sites like the Choptank River and the UMES research farm, where ample investments in long-term monitoring have been made. Even fewer estimates of shallow groundwater P fluxes to surface waters are available, owing to the difficulty in measuring and modeling subsurface P transport over extended areas and timeframes on the Delmarva Peninsula. Of equal significance is the fact that P leaching studies are rarely done in the field, and those that are performed in the laboratory or greenhouse are not often implemented with P Index verification in mind.

Looking ahead, we need to greatly expand our monitoring of hydrologic flow pathways contributing to P losses in ditch drainage and make these data more readily available for use in P Index assessments. In terms of data availability, the recent efforts by Christianson et al. (2016) to compile peer-reviewed datasets on soils, management, and drainage P losses in the Measured Annual Nutrient loads from Agricultural Environments (MANAGE) database represent a vital first step. The MANAGE database features 1279 site years of published P export data from surface (i.e., ditch) and subsurface (i.e., tile) drainage monitoring studies conducted in 10 states in the southern, Mid-Atlantic, and Midwestern regions of the United States, as well as in two provinces in eastern Canada. While the MANAGE database holds exceptional promise for P Index assessments in tile-drained regions of the US Midwest, its utility for similar studies in ditch-drained settings like the Delmarva Peninsula is more limited. Indeed, only 38 site years of P loss data were derived from drainage ditch monitoring studies, with 15 of those site years coming from one location on Maryland’s Lower Eastern Shore (Kleinman et al., 2007; Bryant et al., 2012). The remaining 23 site years represented older research from sites in North Carolina and Florida where soil P and management data needed for P Index assessments were absent, and where geogenic P sources may further confound P Index evaluation. Expanding the MANAGE database to include annual ditch P loads and related field management information from a greater number of sites across the Delmarva Peninsula and similarly flat agroecosystems with artificial ditch drainage should be a high priority for P Index researchers. We see great potential value in increasing the scope of the MANAGE database to include published datasets from field and laboratory P leaching studies, as our results using data from Kleinman et al. (2015a) clearly suggest that these data may be beneficial to evaluating and refining P leaching risk modules in Coastal Plain P Indices.

In addition to augmenting the MANAGE database, parallel efforts should also focus on improving the ability of water quality models to simulate P losses from ditch-drained systems. Sharpley (2013) promoted using water quality models to assess P Indices, as these models enable us to extrapolate findings from areas of intensive P loss measurements to broader regions where such information is insufficient or unavailable (see recent reviews of diffuse P models by Radcliffe et al., 2009; Schoumans et al., 2009). Indeed, using water quality models to expand the spatial and temporal scope of P loss datasets represents a potential benefit to P Index assessment, and this approach has been used to great effect, especially with simple models like APLE that reliably simulate annual P losses in overland flow (Bolster et al., 2011; Fiorellino et al., 2017). Unfortunately, similar progress in using water quality models to assess and improve the subsurface P risk ratings of P Indices has yet to be realized, as many models designated for agricultural settings lack the necessary hydrological and biogeochemical routines to accurately simulate subsurface P fate and transport in artificially drained environments (Kleinman et al., 2015b; Radcliffe et al., 2015). Although many of the best agricultural water quality models struggle in landscapes where structured soils lead to variably saturated and preferential flows, a separate class of models exist with the capability of simulating these complex hydrologic processes at multiple scales (Köhne et al., 2009a, 2009b). An important caveat is that P fate and transport routines specific to agricultural systems need to be incorporated into these models. Thus, there is great need to enhance the ability of physically based hydrologic models to accurately predict P fluxes in managed agroecosystems. At the same time, improving the reliability of P transport simulators in artificially drained settings also will be paramount, as exemplified by recent efforts to add macropore flow routines to the Agricultural Policy/Environmental eXtender (APEX) (Ford et al., 2016), and extend the capacity of the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) in tile-drained watersheds (Lu et al., 2016). While this research clearly is important, it will take time to bear fruit. As such, near-term alternatives to assess P Indices with monitored and modeled water quality data, including (but not limited to) using detailed soil P datasets, should also be considered.

Using Detailed Soil P Data to Evaluate Subsurface P Risk Rating When Water Quality Data Are Sparse

Soil P datasets hold promise for developing and evaluating subsurface P risk ratings of Coastal Plain P Indices when the spatial and temporal extent of water quality data are insufficient. The main premise is that P found in soils at depth indicates the potential for subsurface P loss. Because soil testing is central to nutrient management planning, soil P datasets tend to have much broader geographic coverage that enables statewide evaluations of individual P Indices (Coale et al., 2002; Leytem et al., 2003; Fiorellino et al., 2017). Using available soil P data could similarly permit comparisons among multiple P Indices to determine the degree to which their subsurface P risk predictions agree in direction and magnitude. It is particularly important that comparisons use soil P concentrations at specific depth intervals, as some Coastal Plain P Indices, such as the NC-PLAT, require depth-specific soils data for their calculation. Moreover, these depth-stratified soil P datasets may also lead to new metrics that enable expanded assessments of subsurface P risk. For instance, it is widely acknowledged that P concentrations in surface runoff are determined, in part, by interactions within the top 0.1 to 4 cm of soil (Sharpley, 1985). Identifying a similar “effective depth of interaction” in the subsurface that is based on knowledge of potential groundwater connections with subsurface P reservoirs may provide an interim method for estimating the likelihood of subsurface P loss that facilitates the continued development and evaluation of P Indices.
Examining Predictive Agreement among Subsurface P Risk Routines

To test the hypothesis that comprehensive soil P datasets can facilitate detailed comparisons of subsurface P loss risk scores, we compiled and analyzed a set of 148 soil cores collected by the USGS, University of Delaware, University of Maryland College Park, and UMES between 1995 and 2015 across eight different locations on the lower Delmarva (Fig. 2). The soil cores came from 18 agricultural fields (4–16 cores field⁻¹) planted in grain corn. In general, the fields represented a wide range of soil, drainage, and management conditions, including naturally drained sites with and without irrigation and artificially drained locations of varying drainage intensities (Supplemental Tables S2 and S3). Mehlich-3 P concentrations in topsoils (0–25 cm) ranged from 9.64 to 745 mg kg⁻¹ (mean = 256 mg kg⁻¹), reflecting differences in site management history and soil conditions that were broadly consistent with previous studies of agricultural soils across the Delmarva (Sims et al., 2002). For the purposes of our P Index assessment, we treated each of the 148 soil cores as individual field sites when calculating subsurface P risk scores, thereby allowing us to greatly increase the size and scope of our dataset (from 18 fields to 148 hypothetical field sites). We assumed no commercial P fertilizer or manure applications to these sites so that we could isolate the potential risk of P losses driven by “legacy” soil P.

With the notable exception of NC-PLAT sub, our assessment revealed general agreement among the Coastal Plain P Indices regarding a site’s propensity for subsurface P loss. For instance, correlations between MD-PMT sub, MD-PMT2 sub, DE-PSI sub, and VA-PI sub were all significant and positive (Fig. 6). The strongest correlations occurred between DE-PSI sub and MD-PMT sub, followed by DE-PSI sub with MD-PMT2 sub, and DE-PSI sub with VA-PI sub. The inclusion of soil drainage class as a common factor in DE-PSI sub, MD-PMT sub, MD-PMT2 sub, and VA-PI sub likely contributed to the strong associations between these indices. Notably, the VA-PI sub scores generally partitioned correlations with DE-PSI sub into four distinct data clusters (Fig. 6). Three of the data clusters in these sets of correlation plots increased concomitantly in magnitude and direction, which likely accounted for the statistical significance of the correlation coefficients we observed. A large data cluster (53 data points), however, showed no correlation between DE-PSI sub, MD-PMT sub, and DE-PSI sub with VA-PI sub and instead plotted along the x-axis when VA-PI sub was the dependent variable. In stark contrast, the weakest correlations were typically noted for NC-PLAT sub. These results highlight key contrasts between the subsurface P loss predictions of NC-PLAT sub, a mechanistic P Index, and those made by semi-quantitative indices like DE-PSI, MD-PMT, and MD-PMT2.

In addition to differences in directional consistency among Coastal Plain P Indices, we also found substantial discrepancies in the magnitudes of their subsurface P loss ratings and their resultant nutrient management recommendations (Fig. 7). Notably, the mean MD-PMT2 sub risk score of 107 placed its average site recommendation within the no P application category before the effects of other index components (i.e., erosion, surface runoff, manure, and fertilizer dissolved P) were even considered. Similarly, 52 of 148 sites were ranked as “high” P risk (no P application) based on the MD-PMT sub scores (mean score = 84). The mean subsurface P risk scores of other indices were much lower than those of MD-PMT and MD-PMT2, and the recommendations they produced were quite different (for all but three naturally drained soils using NC-PLAT sub); namely, a continuation of N-based management. Differences in scaling factors applied to each of subsurface P loss risk predictions likely contributed to the disparate ratings, and it is clear that differences in the magnitude of subsurface P risk scores have significant implications for nutrient management recommendations, especially on the Delmarva, where some fields or farmers operate across state lines (Fiorellino et al., 2017).

Devising and Testing a New Soil-Based Metric to Indicate the Risk of Subsurface P Loss

In the absence of sufficient water quality data, we also suggest that spatially comprehensive soil P datasets may be an interim...
alternative to assessing Coastal Plain P Indices, contingent on some key assumptions. For example, many researchers document the ability of environmental soil P tests (e.g., WEP or CaCl2-extractable P) to predict P loss in subsurface flow (McDowell and Sharpley, 2001; Maguire and Sims, 2002; McDowell and Condron, 2004). In addition, researchers suggest that the intersection of groundwater and high soil P concentrations is a key control on P losses in subsurface flow, including studies by Kleinman et al. (2007) and Vadas et al. (2007) on the lower Delmarva, as well as Obour et al. (2011) in Florida and Flores-López et al. (2013) in New York. With this evidence in mind, we propose a new metric called WEPWT, which is the soil WEP concentration at the approximate midpoint depth of the seasonal high water table (determined via the SSURGO database, range = 13–183 cm across all 148 sites, see the Supplemental Information for more detail). When we compared ditch P loss data from the six ditch locations on the Delmarva Peninsula (Sims et al., 1996; Kleinman et al., 2007; Penn et al., 2016) with WEPWT determined from soil cores in their respective field drainage areas, we found a statistically significant relationship (Fig. 8, $r^2 = 0.64, P < 0.033$). As such, we suggest that subsurface P risk scores from the five Coastal Plain P Indices evaluated in this study should be related to WEPWT across all 148 sites when index calculations are based solely on soil P sources (i.e., fields receiving no manure or commercial fertilizer applications).

Interestingly, our assessment of subsurface routines of Coastal Plain P Indices with WEPWT generally mirrored the earlier comparisons between ditch P loads and subsurface P risk scores. Regression models between soil WEPWT and MD-PMTsub, MD-PMT2sub, DE-PSIsub, and VA-PIsub all were significant at $P < 0.0001$ (Fig. 9), indicating these four P Indices displayed a reasonable ability to evaluate subsurface P loss risk using WEPWT. The MD-PMT2sub exhibited the best capacity to assess subsurface P loss risk on the basis of WEPWT across the soils used in this study (Fig. 9C). In contrast, NC-PLATsub (Fig. 9E) tended to underestimate WEPWT concentrations and associated subsurface P loss risk at many of the sites where Delmarva P Indices performed well. It is essential to note, however, that NC-PLAT adjusts the final risk score to the “high” risk category when Mehlich-3 P concentrations at 76-cm depth exceed 50 mg kg$^{-1}$ (NC PLAT Committee, 2005). Even so, this adjustment, which converts a continuous variable to one that is categorical, occurs as part of the total risk score calculation, making it difficult to assess the association between NC-PLATsub and WEPWT quantitatively. All in all, similarly successful estimations of WEPWT and ditch P loads by Delmarva P Indices, especially by MD-PMTsub and MD-PMT2sub, show that WEPWT holds promise as an indicator of the direction of subsurface P risk, which could prove valuable in assessing the subsurface routines of Coastal Plain P Indices in the near term.

Using a Soil-Based Metric to Explore Disparities in Subsurface P Risk Ratings

We found that differences in the ability of Delmarva P Indices to estimate WEPWT concentrations mostly could be attributed to their portrayals of subsurface water flow and accompanying P loss risk. For instance, the DE-PSIsub (Sims et al., 2016) includes soil drainage class, NRCS leaching index, and depth to seasonal high water table in two scoring matrices for subsurface drainage and leaching (Supplemental Tables S1 and S2) that in some cases ranked artificially drained sites as “high” risk for subsurface drainage losses (Sims et al., 2016), whereas WEPWT concentrations were low. In comparison, the subsurface drainage factor in the MD-PMTsub (McGrath et al., 2013) and MD-PMT2sub (Fiorellino, unpublished data, 2017) uses the less precise hydrologic soil group as a proxy for depth to seasonal high water table (Table 3) and results in the highest subsurface P loss risk under four conditions: (i) excessively drained (high leaching potential) soils with rapid infiltration (low runoff, hydrologic soil group A), (ii) excessively drained (high leaching potential) soils with poor infiltration (high runoff, hydrologic soil group D), (iii)

Fig. 7. Comparison of the magnitude and contribution to the total P Index score of subsurface P risk scores (circles) for 148 sites on the Delmarva Peninsula as calculated using five P Indices, including the Delaware Phosphorus Site index (DE-PSI), two iterations of the Maryland Phosphorus Management Tool (MD-PMT and MD-PMT2), the North Carolina Phosphorus Loss Assessment Tool (PLAT), and the Virginia Phosphorus Index (VA-PI).

Fig. 8. The relationship between dissolved P loads in ditch drainage from the three locations on the Delmarva Peninsula (Sims et al., 1996; Kleinman et al., 2007; Penn et al., 2016) and soil water extractable P near the water table (WEPWT) determined from soil cores in their respective field drainage areas.
very poorly drained (more intense ditch drainage) soils with low infiltration (high runoff, hydrologic soil group D), and (iv) very poorly drained (more intense ditch drainage) soils with high infiltration (low runoff, hydrologic soil group A). These conditions are considered equally risky from the standpoint of subsurface P loss (Table 3), despite the fact that groupings of soil drainage class and hydrologic soil group depicted in scenarios (ii) and (iv) are generally antithetical in their interpretation. As a result, 17 sites with well-drained soils having low to moderate runoff potential were assigned a "medium" (12) or "high" (5) risk of subsurface P losses (MD-PMTsub > 50 or 100, respectively) when WEPWT values were in fact low (<2.41 mg kg⁻¹, Fig. 9B), showing that MD-PMTsub also tends to overrate subsurface P risk in these settings.

Although VA-PIsub values were positively related (i.e., directionally consistent) to subsurface P loss risk scores of other Delmarva P Indices, the correlations were more disjointed. Unlike the P Indices of Maryland and Delaware, VA-PIsub includes a percolation factor to represent leaching processes and a soil texture and drainage factor to account for the effects of artificial drainage. The VA-PI's soil texture and drainage factor, with categorical values (1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, or 0) that decline as soil drainage moves from very poorly to excessively drained and as soil texture changes from coarse to fine (Table 5), appeared to account for the highly variable correlation structures observed in Fig. 6; the continuous percolation factor did not. In our study, 52, 8, 77, and 12 sites received soil texture and drainage factor scores of 0, 0.25, 0.75 and 1, respectively; no sites received a score of 0.5. Of particular note is the fact that 38 sites had a value of 0 for the soil texture and drainage class factor, as these sites possessed artificial drainage despite having moderately well-drained to well-drained soils with coarse textures. Thus, even though the other Delmarva P Indices assigned some level of subsurface P loss risk to these 38 sites (Supplemental Tables S1 and S2, Fig. 9D), the VA-PIsub assigned them negligible risk due to the formulation of the soil texture and drainage factor table. As a result, VA-PIsub underestimated WEPWT concentrations and subsurface P loss risk for naturally and artificially drained soils that had measurable Mehlich-3 P and WEP concentrations at depth due to P leaching processes known to occur in these soil types (Kleinman et al., 2015a; Toor and Sims, 2015). Consequently, VA-PIsub appeared to underrate the risk of subsurface P loss in some situations where higher risks were clearly warranted.

The NC-PLATsub score was largely uncorrelated with subsurface risk predictions by Delmarva P Indices and did not seem to capture the potential for lateral subsurface P loss as indicated by WEPWT. As we previously noted in comparing NC-PLATsub with dissolved P loads in ditches, one or more factors in NC-PLATsub caused the index to underestimate subsurface P risk. For instance, over half the sites in our assessment possessed shallow (<30 cm) water tables that presumably would enable saturated lateral flows to interact with high Mehlich-3 P concentrations near the soil surface, especially during prolonged wet periods. Therefore, inferring leachate P concentrations with Mehlich-P measurements at 76 cm may be leading NC-PLATsub to underestimate WEPWT values at these poorly drained locations. Likewise, the use of the $T_30/T_7$ factor in Eq. [6] is again notable, as it is only invoked in artificially drained soils (tile drains or ditches) and consequently serves to reduce subsurface P loss estimations relative to naturally drained sites when all other factors in Eq. [6] are assumed equal (Johnson, 2004). The low NC-PLATsub score (1.4) for the artificially drained UMES-2 site provides an example of this risk reduction. If the UMES-2 site had been naturally drained, it would have received a NC-PLATsub score that was nearly 12 times higher (16.6) and more consistent with the elevated mean WEPWT.

![Fig. 9. Linear regression analysis showing relationships between soil water extractable P near the water table (WEPWT) and the subsurface P loss risk scores for (A) the Delaware Phosphorus Site Index (DE-PSIsub), (B) the Maryland Phosphorus Management Tool (MD-PMTsub), (C) the Maryland Phosphorus Management Tool version 2 (MD-PMT2sub), and (D) the North Carolina Phosphorus Loss Assessment Tool (NC-PLATsub).](image-url)
concentration of 14.0 mg kg⁻¹ in the field and the estimated annual dissolved P loss of 2.6 kg ha⁻¹ from the receiving drainage ditch. Employing the \( T_{w}/T_{p} \) factor across all 148 artificially drained sites in our study seemingly led NC-PLAT{\textsubscript{sub}} to infer much lower subsurface P loss risk relative to the four Delmarva P Indices (Fig. 9E). These results are remarkably consistent with the earlier comparisons of NC-PLAT{\textsubscript{sub}} with dissolved P export from field ditches and again point to the need for further testing and refinement of NC-PLAT and its underlying assumptions for use in ditch-drained systems found on the Delmarva Peninsula.

**Implication and Conclusions**

Our study sought to address the growing need for P Index testing, which has been articulated in recent papers by Sharples et al. (2012) and Nelson and Shober (2012), among others. The evaluation of four Midwestern P Indices by Benning and Wortmann (2005) and 12 Southern P Indices by Osmond et al. (2006) clearly demonstrated that disparities in total P Index risk scores can be attributed mainly to the P source and transport factor formulations of each state, including factor weightings and the method of factor combination (e.g., addition, multiplication, or a mixture of both). In our assessment of Coastal Plain P Indices, we also observed divergent ratings in subsurface P risk scores, particularly when comparing four Delmarva P Indices that used semiquantitative components against NC-PLAT, which relied on more process-based formulations from DRAINMOD. Specifically, we found that the four Delmarva P Indices were generally consistent in their estimations of subsurface P risk and that they fared better in predicting subsurface P losses using water quality and soils data-sets. In contrast, the inability of NC-PLAT to match the successes of the Delmarva P Indices was surprising, especially considering its strong mechanistic underpinnings. Until now, few (if any) studies have sought to address the subsurface component risk scores of several prominent P Indices in isolation. Given the prevalence of P losses by subsurface flow in artificially drained landscapes of the Delmarva Peninsula, we consider our study an important first step toward confirming the veracity of subsurface P risk predictions by P Indices used in this region.

One of the central findings of our assessment with water quality data and WEP{\textsubscript{WT}} metrics was the importance of properly representing water flow in P Indices used to predict subsurface P risk on the Delmarva Peninsula. Interestingly, the default process-based parameters describing water flow in NC-PLAT{\textsubscript{sub}} caused it to frequently underdiagnose the potential for subsurface P loss in areas of high risk that were better captured by the four Delmarva P Indices. The Delmarva P Indices relied on simple indicators of drainage intensity using common variables in SSURGO data, including seasonal high water table, soil drainage class, and hydrologic soil group. These simple variables generally enabled better predictions of P fluxes in leachate and ditch drainage, as well as WEP{\textsubscript{WT}}, and highlighted the value of parsimonious methods in P Index applications. Nevertheless, several Delmarva P Indices used varying combinations of SSURGO hydrologic variables, which led them to sometimes overweight or double count the effects of drainage intensity on subsurface P risk. The subsurface drainage matrix in MD-PMT and MD-PMT2 is emblematic of this issue, as it defines several areas of subsurface risk that are occasionally contrasting in their interpretation. To address this, we reformulated the subsurface drainage matrix so that the risk of P loss was highest in poorly drained soils with high runoff potential and lower in areas with improving drainage and lesser runoff potential (Table 6). When we calculated MD-PMT{\textsubscript{sub}} with the revised subsurface drainage factor, we found that the prediction of dissolved P loads in ditch drainage (Fig. 5F) and soil WEP{\textsubscript{WT}} (Fig. 9F) improved by 27%, suggesting that this reformulation approach may have merit for enhancing the subsurface risk routines of other P Indices commonly used on the Delmarva Peninsula.

A second important finding stemmed from the challenges we faced in applying NC-PLAT “as is” to artificially drained regions of the lower Delmarva Peninsula. Unlike the four Delmarva P Indices, which provided relative ratings of subsurface P risk, NC-PLAT relied on mechanistic algorithms to predict P loads in leachate from artificially drained soils, as well as the fraction of those loads that would be susceptible to lateral subsurface transport from fields to ditches (or tiles). Two key assumptions underpinning these calculations were flagged as potential contributors to the underestimation of ditch dissolved P loads and WEP{\textsubscript{WT}} by NC-PLAT{\textsubscript{sub}}, including using Mehlich-3 P at 76 cm to infer leachate P concentrations in artificially drained soils and applying the \( T_{w}/T_{p} \) factor to restrict the zone of saturated lateral flows to the top 76 cm of soil. To test the lateral transport assumption, we simply removed the \( T_{w}/T_{p} \) factor from Eq. [6] in NC-PLAT{\textsubscript{sub}} and found little to no improvement in the relationships with ditch dissolved P loads and WEP{\textsubscript{WT}} (data not shown). Thus, modifying NC-PLAT{\textsubscript{sub}} so that all leached P was susceptible to lateral transport was insufficient in and of itself to improve its predictions of subsurface P loss. We then took a different tack by stratifying the depths at which Mehlich-3 P values near the soil surface for all artificially drained soils with shallow (<18 cm) water tables while continuing to use Mehlich-3 P concentrations at 76 cm for all other soils with deeper water tables. In doing so, we found that this simple change markedly enhanced the ability of NC-PLAT{\textsubscript{sub}} to determine ditch dissolved P loads and WEP{\textsubscript{WT}}, improving the weakly negative relationships in Fig. 5E and Fig. 9E to significantly positive relationships (Fig. 10B and 10D). Notably, these new relationships between the revised NC-PLAT{\textsubscript{sub}} and subsurface P loss excluded the \( T_{w}/T_{p} \) factor and thus assumed that all leachate P would move from fields to ditches and/or tile drains. As with the revisions to MD-PMT{\textsubscript{sub}}, reassessing some of the assumptions in NC-PLAT{\textsubscript{sub}} regarding P leaching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil drainage class (risk factor)</th>
<th>Hydrologic soil group (risk factor)</th>
<th>A (1.6)</th>
<th>B (1.4)</th>
<th>C (1.2)</th>
<th>D (1.0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very poorly drained (7)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorly drained (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat poorly drained (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately well drained (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well drained (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat excessively drained (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessively drained (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and lateral P transport mechanisms may further enhance its performance in ditch-drained regions of the Delmarva and elsewhere on the Atlantic Coastal Plain.

In terms of our subsurface P risk calculations based on WEP$_{WT}$, we recognize that they more heavily weight edaphic P sources as opposed to applied P sources, which could be considered a limitation if a P Index is seen only as a decision support tool for manure management. Even in the narrow manure management perspective, however, the relationships between soil P and runoff P clearly show that subsurface P loss occurred even without additional manure application. With the exception of the leachate P evaluation in which manure application rates were known (Kleinman et al., 2015a), the lack of detailed manure management data for the remaining study sites required handling manure application practices constant across all sites or simply focusing on soil P as the principal P source to subsurface flow. Even so, we note that detailed manure application data would likely be available in most instances where a P index would be calculated in Delaware and Maryland due to the nutrient management planning and reporting requirements in these states. Nevertheless, our approach and inherent assumptions acknowledge the importance of legacy P to dissolved P losses in drainage waters on the Delmarva (Sharpley et al., 2013). We are aware that bias may be imparted by excluding manure sources from our P Index calculations. Accordingly, future P Index assessments of this nature would be strengthened by including detailed information on manure management to test whether WEP$_{WT}$ (or similar such soil-based metrics) maintains its utility in P Index assessments. This is especially true for sites where soil macropores are suspected to be primary conduits for manure P losses to subsurface drainage, as WEP$_{WT}$ probably better represents the risk of dissolved P losses in saturated matrix flows. As new variables or model routines are added to P Indices that better approximate the risk of P losses by preferential flow, it will be all the more important to consider edaphic and applied P sources together in subsurface P risk assessment.

In closing, our study highlights some important issues when using water quality and soil P datasets as a means for verifying the subsurface P loss routines of P Indices. As noted by Sharples et al. (2012, 2013) and Nelson and Shober (2012), the ideal approach for corroborating P Indices would be to use multiyear observational datasets of P fluxes in subsurface flows. While we concur with this view, the lack of such datasets on the Delmarva Peninsula led us down an alternate path, where we first highlighted the limits of what can be inferred with P leaching and drainage data and instead showcased the potential value of soil P data at the depth of the seasonal high water table as a suitable surrogate for assessing subsurface P loss risk. This contention is indeed supported by various studies of P mobilization processes (McDowell and Sharples, 2001; Maguire and Sims, 2002; McDowell and Condon, 2004) and subsequent losses in shallow subsurface flow (Kleinman et al., 2007; Vadas et al., 2007; Obour et al., 2011; Flores-López et al., 2013). As such, our results provide interim insight into the predictive ability of subsurface P loss routines in P Indices designed for the Atlantic Coastal Plain, as well as some possible avenues for improving these predictions. Certainly, longer-term efforts should be directed to standardizing our monitoring of subsurface P fluxes across various hydrologic and management regimes (e.g., Radcliffe et al., 2015), which should include measuring the full suite of geochemical and hydrological factors affecting P solubility and movement. These efforts would not only provide new observational data that could be applied to water quality model development and further P Index evaluations in artificially drained landscapes but could also build on the preliminary findings reported herein.
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Fig. 10. Graphs showing revised versions of the subsurface P loss risk scores for the Maryland Phosphorus Management Tool (MD-PM$_{T_{sub}}$) and the North Carolina Phosphorus Loss Assessment Tool (NC-PLAT$_{T_{sub}}$) plotted against ditch dissolved P loads (A and B) and soil water extractable P near the water table (WEP$_{WT}$) (C and D). Revisions to MD-PM$_{T_{sub}}$ incorporated a new subsurface drainage (SD) factor, whereas adjustments to NC-PLAT$_{T_{sub}}$ ignored the T$_{fT}$ factor, which indicates the fraction of subsurface flow that moves laterally to drains and ditches through surface soil zones, and used Mehlich-3 P concentrations at 76 cm for soils with deeper water tables (>18 cm, solid circles) and concentrations at the surface for soils with shallow water tables (<18 cm, open circles) to calculate leachate P losses.
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